OptixWORKS™ FAQ

FAQ: OptixWORKS™
What is OptixWORKS™
OptixWORKS™ is a new, collaborative effort between OptixEQ and the clocking team of Toby
Turrell and Donald Harris of WINNERS CARD to bring users the innovative WINNERS
WORKS product to the OptixNOTES™ and OptixGRID™ platforms. This new feature will
provide historical workout information, color-coding of positive and negative workout grades,
physicality information, and special “clocker” keywords to help assess the quality of a morning
workout.
What does OptixWORKS™ look like and how does it differ from other workout reports?
As you can see from the first screenshot below, OptixWORKS™ is a completely revolutionary
workout product that seamlessly integrates quality clocking information into the OptixEQ
handicapping platform. The workout report consists of letter-grades, keywords and projections,
physicality information, and extended comments (not unlike what you’d see in OptixNOTES™).
OptixWORKS™ can be viewed as a standalone report (like in the first screenshot below) or as
part of the OptixGRID™ past-performance platform under the “oCg” column (see second
screenshot below), so that you can easily see a horse’s workout pattern coming into a race.

Standalone OptixWORKS™ report:

[first screenshot]
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OptixWORKS™ letter-grades integrated into OptixGRID™ under the “oCg” column:

[second screenshot]

What are the main elements of the OptixWORKS™ page?
In addition to both standard and proprietary race information (like program numbers, horse
names, race conditions, finish positions, OptixNOTES™ grades, etc.), there are four main
elements to the OptixWORKS™ detailed report:
 oC Grade: A letter-grade for the most recent workout series headed into the current
race.
 OptixCLOCKER: Keywords that offer a snapshot of detail into the current workout
pattern of a horse.
 Physical/Style: Keywords that describe the physicality of the horse in terms of its
body type as well as his proficiency for a specific type of surface or distance.
 xC: Extended comments that provide any added description the clocker deems
necessary.
What is the “oC Grade”?
The “oC Grade” is a letter-grade on the most recent workout series headed into a horse’s current
race. The letter-grades are color-coded, just like in OptixNOTES™. The grading system ranges
from the weakest grade of C to the strongest grade of A. Here is a more detailed explanation of
each letter-grade:
 C: A horse that is truly struggling. Consider this a useful tool to eliminate a contender.
 C+: This is marginally more negative than a B-. It does not provide much separation.
 B-: This is a grade that offers a status-quo rating of a given individual in the a.m.
 B: A horse who is in good form, performing his a.m. duties with happy energy.
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B+: A horse who stands out from the majority. High-class horses can log these kinds
of drills with more regularity. This grade can also signal a horse acting like he is ready
to fire a top effort.
A-/A: These are drills that are outliers. They don’t occur very often, but when they do,
they give us chills because they are a wow-type move that is normally reserved for
graded-quality runners. Midnight Lute, Zenyatta, and Beholder are examples of horses
that have received this level of grade.

What is “OptixCLOCKER”?
“OptixCLOCKER” gives the OptixEQ platform a separator from all of the other workout report
formats because it lists important keywords that offer insight into the quality (or lack thereof) of
the work. Typically, workout reports are full of noise. Most of the drills don’t offer significant
separation for the handicapper. The value of workouts is at the margin; for instance, a change in a
horse’s personality, a change in his energy level, or a suggestion of a possible style emerging.
This does not happen frequently, but when it does, it gives the handicapper valuable information
that cannot be found anywhere else.
By using a clear methodology and approach, OptixWORKS™ can assign specific
keywords that will help remove the clutter and help focus the attention on significant changes
rather than having to read between the lines of a verbose workout commentary. For example, a
keyword of “BESTW” signals that a horse recently worked best over a horse that came out of that
same drill to win a race. The keyword “IMPROVE,” which is self-explanatory, signifies that a
horse is acting better relative to his past morning activity.

How do I know what the “OptixCLOCKER” keywords mean?
All of our keywords are defined in the OptixWORKS™ platform. Simply click on the “Keyword
Dictionary,” which is the second button on the left, above the actual OptixWORKS™ grid, and
you will open the “Keyword Dictionary” dialogue box in the upper right-hand corner of the
OptixWORKS™ banner. Simply scroll through the keywords so you can see what each one
means.
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What is “Physical/Style”?
These keywords let the handicapper know any extra details about a horse in terms of his body
type (i.e., leggy, light, etc.), as well as his proficiency on a certain surface or at a certain distance
(e.g., grass, router, etc.). This can be particularly useful with young, developing horses who are
more likely to improve when switching surfaces or stretching out for the first time. For example,
the keyword “GRASS” is a suggestion that a horse is moving like a turf runner and might prefer a
surface switch.
What is “xC”?
This stands for “Extended Comments.” If you see an “i” inside a circle, simply hover over the
icon and an extended comment will appear. The extended comment offers a more detailed
description of a particular drill. For example:
 If a horse worked in company, we will provide the name of that company.
 We will note if a given rider has taken the time to work a horse.
 We’ll provide a more in-depth assessment of a first-time starter’s series of drills.
Why are workout reports so important?
As former NBA star Allen Iverson once said, “I mean, listen: we’re talking about practice, not a
game, not a game, not a game. We’re talking about practice! Not a game.”
Mr. Iverson’s quote accurately summarizes what the world of workout analysis is all
about. In its simplest form, when dealing with a workout report, we are talking about practice. A
workout report, at its very core, should provide an athletic profile in the most consumable format
possible. Physicality, energy level, and competitive nature are all categories we are looking to
analyze when watching a horse train.
Keep in mind, however, that this is not a perfect science. There is no blueprint for success,
but we can try to process key workout information to help us make more informed decisions
during the handicapping process.
Workouts should be used as another important tool in the process of finding a winner—
and since OptixWORKS™ is seamlessly integrated into the OptixEQ platform, we are providing
players with another useful tool to help them make the best decisions possible when it comes to
formulating an opinion in a race.
When good workout information is used correctly and consistently, it can improve a
handicapper’s ROI over time.
What are some things to look for when using OptixWORKS™?
The information in OptixWORKS™ can be interpreted and used in many different ways,
depending on your style of handicapping—but there are a few simple things that we like to look
for. First off, we like to look at a horse’s historical workout performances to see if any patterns
might emerge. For example:
 Look out for “morning-glories.” Our letter-grades might help you discover a
vulnerable contender who might often show consistently good works in the mornings
but then follow up those works with poor performances in the afternoons.
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Look for upgrades and downgrades. Keep an eye on horses who show some added
spark in the mornings compared to their previous works; e.g., a horse who has been
earning C+ grades but now suddenly works a B in preparation for a race. Conversely,
find vulnerable contenders who typically run their best races after B workouts but who
are now entering a race off C+ works.
Look for developing trends. Is a horse entering a race with three improving or three
declining workouts in a row?

What tracks does OptixWORKS™ cover?
At the moment, we are only offering OptixWORKS™ for Southern California; however, we plan
to expand this product in the future.
When will a race-card’s OptixWORKS™ be available for viewing?
OptixWORKS™ information should be uploaded and available for viewing by 5 p.m./PT the day
before any given race card.
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